Where to Find the NWS

The NWS is dedicated to providing the most up-to-date weather information to each and every community using the latest technology. Our local forecast office webpages are valuable sources of real-time weather information, and you will also find...

- Climate Facts (local/regional & national)
- Graphical Forecasts & Maps
- Recaps/stories on significant weather events
- Hydrologic Information (rivers/lakes)
- Real-time Surface Observations
- Radar/Satellite
- Storm Reports
- Interactive Watch/Warning/Advisory Map

**Local Forecast Office Webpage Links:**
- NWS Huntsville - www.weather.gov/hun
- NWS Birmingham - www.weather.gov/bmx
- NWS Mobile - www.weather.gov/mob
- NWS Tallahassee - www.weather.gov/tae

**Facebook & Twitter**

The NWS has become more involved in the social media arena and utilizes both Facebook and Twitter to pass along important weather notes to large numbers of people. Here are a few examples of what the NWS will post on FB/Twitter:

- Graphical Forecasts
- Post storm information (i.e. storm surveys)
- Weather Safety and Awareness reminders
- Scheduled Outreach events (spotter training classes)
- Trivia questions
- Weather event information (i.e. total rainfall map)

**NWS Facebook/Twitter Contact Information:**

**Huntsville Forecast Office** –
- US National Weather Service Huntsville Alabama
- @NWSHuntsville

**Birmingham Forecast Office** –
- US National Weather Service Birmingham Alabama
- @NWSBirmingham

**Mobile Forecast Office** –
- US National Weather Service Mobile Alabama
- @NWSMobile

**Tallahassee (FL) Forecast Office** –
- US National Weather Service Tallahassee Florida
- @NWSTallahassee